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Abstract

The iMessage PQ3 protocol is an end-to-end encrypted messaging protocol designed for exchanging data
in long-lived sessions between two devices. It aims to provide classical and post-quantum confidentiality for
forward secrecy and post-compromise secrecy, as well as classical authentication. Its initial authenticated
key exchange is constructed from digital signatures plus elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman and post-quantum
key exchanges; to derive per-message keys on an ongoing basis, it employs an adaptation of the Signal
double ratchet that includes a post-quantum key encapsulation mechanism. This paper presents the
cryptographic details of the PQ3 protocol and gives a reductionist security analysis by adapting the
multi-stage key exchange security analysis of Signal by Cohn-Gordon et al. (J. Cryptology, 2020). The
analysis shows that PQ3 provides confidentiality with forward secrecy and post-compromise security
against both classical and quantum adversaries, in both the initial key exchange as well as the continuous
rekeying phase of the protocol.

∗This paper was supported by Apple Inc.
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1 Introduction

Secure messaging protocols. The last decade has seen a rapid advance in the security of messaging
protocols. Early instant messaging protocols often had little to no security: some systems employed encryption
between a user’s device and the service provider’s server, but this still allowed the service provider to see
plaintext of users’ messages as they were relayed from one user to another. PGP-encrypted email [Zim95]
was one possible way for users to obtain end-to-end encrypted communication, but the usability challenges of
PGP meant it was only accessible to advanced users. There was a clear need for comprehensive security with
end-to-end encryption to protect instant messaging from passive and active attackers, including a potentially
malicious service provider.

The Off-the-Record Messaging Protocol (OTR) [BGB04] was one of the first protocols that provided
end-to-end security for 2-party instant messaging, and was primarily used via a plug-in or add-on to existing
instant messaging clients. OTR recognized that the security needs of chat sessions might be different
from traditional key exchange protocols, since chat sessions may be long-lived, and user devices might be
compromised at some point over the potentially long lifetime of the chat session. Consequently, the OTR
protocol did a new Diffie–Hellman key exchange with each round-trip of chat messages to derive new message
encryption keys; this technique, now called asymmetric ratcheting, made it hard for an adversary who
compromised a device at a particular point in time to re-compute earlier message encryption keys (assuming
they were deleted from memory) and also later message encryption keys (assuming the adversary’s intrusion
is only temporary).

While OTR did not see widespread adoption, it influenced the design of the Signal protocol [Sig16], by
Marlinspike and Perrin, which combined an implicitly authenticated key exchange protocol with the ratcheting
technique to achieve end-to-end encrypted security messaging with multiple security properties, including
authenticity, deniability, and confidentiality with both forward secrecy and post-compromise secrecy. An
important characteristic of the Signal protocol is that it achieves end-to-end encryption without sacrificing
asynchronicity: messages can be sent from a sender to a recipient (via a relay server) at any point in time,
without the recipient needing to be online to complete the exchange. Being end-to-end encrypted, the relay
server cannot see the plaintext of the users’ messages (though it may be able to see metadata). The Signal
protocol has been widely adopted in the namesake Signal messenger, as well as many other applications and
products, notably including WhatsApp.

The above protocols focused primarily on 2-party end-to-end encrypted messaging; building protocols for
encrypted group messaging is challenging, in part due to the difficulties of efficiently managing and updating
group state in an asynchronous manner. The Messaging Layer Security (MLS) protocol [BBR+23] is an
initiative of the Internet Engineering Task Force to build an open standard for secure group messaging.

Post-quantum security. Another major trend in the past decade has been the initiation of the transition
to quantum-resistant cryptography.

In 1994, Shor [Sho94] published a quantum algorithm that could efficiently solve the factoring and discrete
logarithm problems using a sufficiently large quantum computer, which would then break the public key
cryptography used in all major secure communication protocols. Although it is not yet possible to build a
sufficiently large quantum computer to run Shor’s algorithm on cryptographic challenges of the size used
in communication protocols, the state of the art continues to improve in quantum computing research.
Furthermore, some security goals are threatened even if quantum computers do not yet exist: an eavesdropper
could record communications today, store it, and then break it when they have a quantum computer available
in the future. This “store now, decrypt later” attack would undermine data intended to have long-term
security.

A variety of cryptographic primitives have been proposed that base their hardness on mathematical
problems not solved by Shor’s factoring algorithm. The endeavour to build quantum-resistant cryptography,
also called post-quantum cryptography (PQC), was jump-started in 2015 with the announcement by the
United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of their post-quantum cryptography
standardization project, with the goal of standardizing quantum-resistant digital signature schemes and public
key encryption or key encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs). After a multi-year process involving several rounds
of review, in 2022 NIST announced the selection of 4 post-quantum algorithms for standardization: the
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key encapsulation mechanism CRYSTALS-Kyber [SAB+22], and 3 digital signature schemes (CRYSTALS-
Dilithium [LDK+22], Falcon [PFH+22], and SPHINCS+ [HBD+22]).

In parallel, academia and industry have begun updating and redesigning communication protocols to
incorporate post-quantum cryptography. There are several factors that mean the transition to post-quantum
cryptography is non-trivial, even after new algorithms are standardized. One factor is that the available
post-quantum algorithms generally have larger communication sizes compared to traditional algorithms: for
example, post-quantum algorithm CRYSTALS-Kyber requires the exchange of 2432 bytes to establish a shared
secret, whereas elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman key exchange can do so with just 64 bytes of communication.
Additionally, KEMs are not always a drop-in replacement for Diffie–Hellman key exchange as they have a
slightly different communication pattern.

Consequently, new or updated designs will be necessary in many cases to upgrade existing communication
protocols to have post-quantum security. Furthermore, many adopters are choosing to deploy post-quantum
cryptography in a so-called hybrid mode, which uses both an existing classical algorithm (e.g., elliptic curve
Diffie–Hellman) and a post-quantum algorithm (e.g., Kyber key exchange) together to achieve security as
long as either algorithm remains unbroken. The hybrid approach can reduce risk in depending on newer
cryptographic assumptions while still providing the potential of post-quantum security, with relatively small
additional cost, and is being considered for a variety of protocols, including TLS [SFG23] and SSH [KSH23].

Goals of the iMessage PQ3 protocol. The iMessage PQ3 protocol [App24] is an end-to-end encrypted
messaging protocol designed for exchanging data in long-lived sessions between two devices, which aims to
provide hybrid classical and post-quantum security.

The main goals of the PQ3 protocol are as follows:

• Confidentiality should be provided for application data between the sender and the receiver, including
against eventually-quantum attackers carrying out “store now, decrypt later” attacks.

• Authentication should allow a receiver to identify the sender of a message.

• Forward secrecy of session keys: If a party’s state (including its long-term key) is compromised at one
point in time, ciphertexts previously transmitted cannot be decrypted (assuming the corresponding
messages were deleted from the compromised device).

• Forward secrecy should be available on a per-message basis.

• Post-compromise security of session keys, also known as healing : If a party’s device is compromised at
one point in time, but subsequently secured again (for example, because malware was detected and
removed), ciphertexts transmitted after the device was healed cannot be decrypted. Post-compromise
security should be available on a per-round-trip basis; post-quantum post-compromise security may be
amortized across several round-trips if the bandwidth cost of larger post-quantum messages is too high
to do with every round-trip.

• Cryptographic replay protection should be able to detect and discard replayed messages.

• Asynchronous messaging : messages can be sent and received at any time via a relay server without
requiring online interaction between the sender and receiver.

Because of the intended application scenario for the PQ3 protocol, it does not aim to address group
messaging, authentication against quantum adversaries, or cryptographic deniability.

The PQ3 protocol should be secure against passive or active classical adversaries, as well as passive
quantum adversaries.

Some, but not all, of the goals for PQ3 are similar to other end-to-end encrypted messaging protocols
such as the Signal protocol [Sig16], so some design elements and analysis techniques from Signal are helpful
in understanding PQ3. We begin by reviewing the Signal protocol, which was designed by Marlinspike and
Perrin, building on earlier end-to-end encrypted message protocols such as Off-the-Record Messaging (OTR)
[BGB04].
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The Signal protocol. The Signal protocol involves several cryptographic components which work together
to achieve multiple security goals. The main phases of the Signal protocol are as follows:

• Registration: Each user generates a long-term identity key pair as well as several additional key pairs,
and uploads the public keys to a key server; this is called a “pre-key bundle”.

• Initial key exchange also known as the root key establishment or session start : The initiator of a session
retrieves the recipient’s pre-key bundle from the key server, and performs multiple Diffie–Hellman key
exchanges depending on long-term, medium-term, and ephemeral keys to produce a shared secret “root
key”. In Signal this is called the X3DH handshake [MP16].

• Asymmetric ratchet : In each round trip between the two users, new ephemeral Diffie–Hellman public
keys are exchanged to generate new DH shared secrets, which are hashed together with the previous
root key to generate a new root key.

• Symmetric ratchet : From each root key, a key derivation function is used to generate a chain of keys
which can be used for symmetric authenticated encryption.

In Signal, the asymmetric and symmetric ratchet together are called the double ratchet [PM16].

Security of Signal. The Signal protocol aims to achieve multiple security goals.

• Entity authentication: Parties are mutually authenticated using implicitly authenticated key exchange
in the X3DH handshake. Note that the initial delivery of long-term public keys is done by a potentially
adversarial key server, but the application does provide a mechanism for parties to compare the received
keys by scanning QR codes in an out-of-band ceremony.

• Deniability : Authentication is derived from implicitly authenticated key exchange rather than digital
signatures, so no artifacts are generated that can be verified by a judge, providing a form of offline
deniability [DGK06, VGIK20].

• Forward secrecy of session keys.

• Post-compromise security of session keys.

The main building blocks in the Signal protocol are elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman key exchange and the
HKDF key derivation function [Kra10].

The first security analysis of the Signal protocol was given by Cohn-Gordon et al. [CGCD+17, CCD+20].
They adapted the multi-stage key exchange security model of Fischlin and Günther [FG14] to handle the
various stages and security properties of the Signal protocol, including forward secrecy and post-compromise
security. They gave a reductionist proof of the security of Signal in this multi-stage key exchange model,
assuming either the gap-Diffie–Hellman assumption in the random oracle model for HKDF, or the PRF-ODH
assumption [BFGJ17] plus PRF security of HKDF.

The iMessage PQ3 protocol. The PQ3 protocol has four main phases: registration, initial key exchange,
asymmetric ratchet, and symmetric ratchet. Compared with the Signal protocol, it shares some design
elements, including the basic idea for the double ratchet, but uses different designs for the registration and
initial key exchange, and adds post-quantum components to the asymmetric ratchet. The PQ3 protocol does
not aim to provide deniability, so it uses digital signatures for authentication in the initial key exchange,
rather than implicitly authenticated key exchange.

Additionally, the PQ3 protocol aims to provide post-quantum confidentiality, so it adds post-quantum key
exchange in the initial key exchange and asymmetric ratchet using the ML-KEM [Nat23] key encapsulation
mechanisms (KEM); the post-quantum KEMs are used alongside Diffie–Hellman key exchange in a hybrid
mode, aiming to achieve security as long as either the Diffie–Hellman or post-quantum assumption holds.
Because deniability is not a security goal, PQ3 is able to rely on digital signatures for authentication,
rather than needing to use implicit authentication as in Signal’s X3DH protocol. Furthermore, DH is a
non-interactive key exchange whereas KEMs are not, which in practice means that KEM ciphertexts cannot
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be used as KEM public keys. Hence, whereas the DH portion of the asymmetric ratchet can use a DH public
key in two consecutive ratchet steps, the post-quantum KEM-based portion of the asymmetric ratchet must
use independent KEM public keys and ciphertexts, so twice as many values need to be transmitted compared
to the DH-based asymmetric ratchet. Finally, because the public keys and ciphertexts in ML-KEM are
much larger than ECDH public keys, PQ3 implementations provide the option for only periodically doing a
post-quantum key exchange, rather than on every round trip.

Security of PQ3. In this paper, we show that PQ3 provides authenticated key exchange and establishes
secure session keys, satisfying forward secrecy and post-compromise security. The security definition is
an adaptation of the multi-stage authenticated key exchange security model used by Cohn-Gordon et
al. [CGCD+17] to prove security of the Signal protocol. In particular, the model covers the authentication
and confidentiality (with forward secrecy and post-compromise security) goals as stated above, against passive
or active classical adversaries, as well as passive quantum adversaries.

Review of secure messaging literature. Two essential properties of modern secure messaging protocols
are forward secrecy and post-compromise security. Forward secrecy has long been known in the authenticated
key exchange literature [Gün90], but post-compromise security, also called healing, emerged more recently
with secure messaging protocols that use ratcheting, starting with OTR [BGB04] and Signal [Sig16]. Post-
compromise security was first formalized by Cohn-Gordon et al. [CCG16] and incorporated into the first
provable security analysis of Signal [CGCD+17], and has emerged as an important goal for many protocols
[BBL+23]. Ratcheted key exchange—characterized by both forward secrecy and post-compromise security—
has continued to be studied sometimes under the name continuous key agreement [MCYR17, PR18, ACD19,
DV19, JMM19, ACJM20, DHRR22, DH23]. Secure messaging in general and the double ratchet in particular
have also been analyzed in the universal composability paradigm [CJSV22, BFG+22a].

There have been several works in the literature aiming to provide post-quantum secure messaging protocols.
Alwen et al. [ACD19] showed how to generalize the double ratchet construction to use KEMs, which could then
provide post-quantum security with an appropriate KEM. Several papers have focused on adapting the Signal
X3DH handshake to provide post-quantum security [BFG+20, HKKP21, BFG+22b, DG22] while trying to
preserve the offline deniability feature of the Signal handshake, but this has been challenging since most
post-quantum KEMs do not fit the message flow of non-interactive key exchange (NIKE) [FHKP13]. In 2023,
Signal [KS23] released the PQXDH handshake (supported by a formal analysis using both CryptoVerif and
ProVerif tools [BJK23]) to replace the X3DH handshake in the Signal protocol, which hybridizes the X3DH
handshake with an additional post-quantum component (using the Kyber KEM), but using post-quantum
only for ephemeral key exchange in the handshake, not identity key exchange, which sidesteps the challenges
encountered in the aforementioned academic attempts at a post-quantum Signal-like handshake.

Outline. In Section 2, we present the cryptographic building blocks used in the iMessage PQ3 protocol.
Section 3 gives the details of the PQ3 protocol. In Section 4, we define the security model used for the
cryptographic analysis of the PQ3 protocol, and Section 5 gives the proof of security of PQ3 in this model.

2 Preliminaries and notation

In this section, we review the cryptographic building blocks used in the PQ3 protocol and their security
definitions, as well as introduce some notation for key exchange protocols.

Notation. If A is a deterministic algorithm, then y ← A(x) denotes running A with input x and assigning
the output to variable y. If A is a probabilistic algorithm, then y←$ A(x) denotes running A with input x
and fresh random coins, and assigning the output to variable y. AO(x) denotes running algorithm A oracle
access to oracle O.
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2.1 Cryptographic building blocks

The iMessage PQ3 protocol uses several cryptographic building blocks, including a digital signature scheme,
key encapsulation mechanisms, pseudorandom functions, and Diffie–Hellman key exchange.

Definition 1 (Digital signature scheme). A digital signature scheme Σ is a tuple of algorithms:

• Σ.KGen() $→ (pk, sk): A probabilistic key generation algorithm that produces a public key pk and a
private key sk.

• Σ.Sig(sk,m) $→ σ: A possibility probabilistic signature generation algorithm that takes as input a
private key sk and message m, and produces a signature σ.

• Σ.Vf(pk,m, σ)→ {0, 1}: A deterministic signature verification algorithm that takes as input a public
key pk, message m, and signature σ, and produces as output a bit representing accept (1) or reject (0).

In PQ3, Σ is the ECDSA signature scheme using the NIST P-256 elliptic curve.

Definition 2 (Existential unforgeability under chosen message attack). A digital signature scheme Σ is said
to be existentially unforgeable under chosen message attack if it is computationally infeasible for an adversary
to produce a new message-signature pair that verifies, even given access to a signing oracle. More precisely,
define

Adveuf−cma
Σ (A) = Pr

[
EUF-CMAA

Σ ⇒ 1
]

where EUF-CMAA
Σ is the security experiment shown in Figure 1.

EUF-CMAA
Σ

1 : (pk, sk)←$ Σ.KGen()

2 : M ← ∅

3 : (m∗, σ∗)←$AOSig(pk)

4 : if Σ.Vf(pk,m∗, σ∗) ∧m∗ ̸∈M then return 1

5 : else return 0

OSig(m)

1 : M ←M ∪ {m}
2 : return Σ.Sig(sk,m)

Figure 1: Security experiment for existential unforgeability under chosen message attack for a signature
scheme Σ.

Definition 3 (Key encapsulation mechanism). A key encapsulation mechanism Γ is a tuple of the following
algorithms and a shared secret space K:

• Γ.KGen() $→ (pk, sk): A probabilistic key generation algorithm that produces a public key pk and a
private key sk.

• Γ.Enc(pk) $→ (ct, ss): A probabilistic encapsulation algorithm that takes as input a public key pk and
produces as output a ciphertext (also called an encapsulation) ct and a shared secret ss. Let Γ.R
denote the space of randomness used by probabilistic algorithm Γ.Enc. Note that the probabilistic
formulation (ct, ss)←$ Γ.Enc(pk) is equivalent to separately selecting the randomness and then calling
the derandomized version: r←$ Γ.R; (ct, ss)← Γ.Enc(pk; r).

• Γ.Dec(sk, ct)→ ss: A deterministic decapsulation algorithm that takes as input a secret key sk and a
ciphertext ct and produces as output a shared secret ss.

In PQ3, two key encapsulation mechanisms are used: Π1, which is ML-KEM-1024-ipd (‘ipd’ standards for
‘Initial Public Draft’ [Nat23]), is used in the initial key exchange; and Π2, which is ML-KEM-768-ipd, is used
in the asymmetric ratchet.
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Definition 4 (Indistinguishability under chosen ciphertext attack). A KEM Γ is said to be indistinguishable
under chosen ciphertext attack if it is computationally infeasible for an adversary to distinguish the shared
secret of a challenge ciphertext from a uniformly random shared secret, even given access to a decapsulation
oracle. More precisely, define

Advind−cca
Γ (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr [IND-CCAA
Γ ⇒ 1

]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
where IND-CCAA

Γ is the security experiment shown in Figure 2.

IND-CCAA
Γ

1 : (pk, sk)←$ Γ.KGen()

2 : (c∗, ss∗0)←$ Γ.Enc(pk)

3 : ss∗1←$ Γ.K
4 : b←$ {0, 1}

5 : b′←$AODec(pk)

6 : if b = b′ then return 1

7 : else return 0

ODec(c)

1 : if c = c∗ then return ⊥
2 : else return Γ.Dec(sk, c)

Figure 2: Security experiment for indistinguishability under chosen ciphertext attack for a key encapsulation
mechanism Γ.

Definition 5 (Pseudorandom function). A pseudorandom function F : K × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ takes as input
a key k ∈ K and a string label ∈ {0, 1}∗, and produces as output a key F (k, label) ∈ {0, 1}λ.

In PQ3, several pseudorandom functions are used based on HKDF [Kra10]. The KDFRKCK construction
based on HKDF that is used in the PQ3 protocol is defined in Section 3.5.2.

Definition 6 (HKDF). HKDF [Kra10] consists of two algorithms:

• HKDF.Extract(ikm, salt)→ ext: A deterministic extraction algorithm that takes as input initial keying
material ikm and salt salt, and produces as output an extract key ext.

• HKDF.Expand(k, label, ℓ) → k′: A deterministic expansion algorithm that takes as input a key k
(typically the output of HKDF.Extract), a label label ∈ {0, 1}∗, and a length ℓ > 0, and produces a
binary string k′ of length ℓ.

HKDF.Extract and HKDF.Expand are both based on HMAC, and are instantiated using a cryptographic
hash function. In PQ3, the hash function used is SHA-384.

Definition 7 (Secure pseudorandom function). A pseudorandom function F is said to be secure if it is
computationally infeasible for an adversary to distinguish the output of a pseudorandom function (under an
unknown key) from the output of a random function. More precisely, let F : K×{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ and define

AdvprfF (A) =
∣∣∣Pr [AF (k,·)()⇒ 1|k←$K

]
− Pr

[
AR(·)()⇒ 1|R←$ {all functions : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ}

]∣∣∣
In PQ3, we sometimes require that a multi-argument function be a secure pseudorandom function in a

specific input. For example, suppose f is an n-input function; we may require that f is a pseudorandom
function in its ith input. Formally, this can be done by defining

f ′(xj , (x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn)) = f(x1, . . . , xn)

where (x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xn) is unambiguously encoded in {0, 1}∗, and requiring that f ′ is a secure
pseudorandom function. We use the notation

Adv
prfj
f (A) = Advprff ′ (A)
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Definition 8 (Diffie–Hellman key exchange). Let g be the generator of a group G of prime order q. Diffie–
Hellman key exchange is a two party protocol in which Alice generates a private key a←$ Zq and corresponding
public key A← ga, and Bob generates a private key b←$ Zq and corresponding public key B ← gb. They
exchange public keys A and B, and compute shared secret gab = Ab = Ba.

In PQ3, G is the NIST P-256 elliptic curve.

Definition 9 (PRF-ODH). Let g be the generator of a group G of prime order q, and let F : G× {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}λ be a pseudorandom function. The PRF-ODH assumption for F and g holds if it is computationally
infeasible for an adversary to distinguish from random the output of F on a Diffie–Hellman shared secret and
an adversary-chosen label, even given the ability to get F evaluated on values of the adversary’s choice. More
precisely, define

Advprf−odh
g,F (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr [PRFODHA
g,F ⇒ 1

]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
where PRFODHA

g,f is the security experiment shown in Figure 3.
Note that we use the mmPRF− ODH variant from [BFGJ17].

PRFODHA
g,F

1 : u, v←$ Zq

2 : L← ∅

3 : (x∗, st)←$AU,V(gu, gv)

4 : y0 ← F (guv, x∗)

5 : y1←$ {0, 1}λ

6 : b←$ {0, 1}

7 : b′←$AU,V(st, yb)

8 : if (guv, x∗) ∈ L then

9 : z←$ {0, 1}
10 : return z

11 : if b = b′ then return 1

12 : else return 0

U(W,x)

1 : L← L ∪ {(Wu, x)}
2 : return F (Wu, x)

V(W,x)

1 : L← L ∪ {(W v, x)}
2 : return F (W v, x)

Figure 3: Security experiment for the PRF-ODH assumption for group with generator g and pseudorandom
function F .

2.2 Key exchange protocol notation

Definition 10 (Multi-stage key exchange protocol). A multi-stage key exchange protocol Π is a tuple of
algorithms along with a keyspace K. The algorithms are:

1. IDKeyGen() $→ (idecvkP , idecskP ): A probabilistic long-term identity key generation algorithm that
outputs a long-term public key / secret key pair.

2. PKBGen(idecskP ) $→ (preecpkP,i, preecskP,i, prepqpkP,i, prepqskP,i, σ): A probabilistic pre-key bundle
generation algorithm that takes as input a long-term identity secret key and outputs an ephemeral
elliptic curve pre-key key pair, an ephemeral post-quantum KEM pre-key key pair, and a signature.

3. SessionStartS(π, idecvkR,PKBR,i) $→ (π′,msg′): A probabilistic sender session start algorithm that
takes as input a session state π, the receiver’s identity public key idecvkR, and the public parts of
pre-key bundle PKBR,i, and updates the session state π′ as well as producing an outgoing protocol
message, which in PQ3 contains an EC ratchet public key rchecpk, PQ pre-key ciphertext prepqct, and
PQ ratchet public key rchpqpk, a hash value, and a signature σ.
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4. SessionStartR(π, idecvkS ,PKBR,i,msg) $→ (π′,msg′): A probabilistic receiver session start algorithm
that takes as input a session state π, the sender’s identity public key idecvkS , the public and private
parts of pre-key bundle PKBR,i, and a protocol message msg which in PQ3 contains asymmetric ratchet
public keys and ciphertexts and check values, and updates the session state π′ as well as producing a
protocol message which in PQ3 contain asymmetric ratchet public keys and ciphertexts, namely an
outgoing EC ratchet public key rchecpk′, PQ ratchet ciphertext rchpqct′, and PQ ratchet public key
rchpqpk′, as well as a signature.

5. AsymRatchet(π,msg) $→ (π′,msg′): A probabilistic asymmetric ratchet algorithm that takes as input
a session state π and a protocol message msg which in PQ3 contains asymmetric ratchet public keys
and ciphertexts and a signature, and updates the session state π′ as well as produces a protocol message
which in PQ3 contains asymmetric ratchet public keys and ciphertexts and a signature.

6. SymRatchet(π, chain, j) → π where chain = in or out: A symmetric ratchet algorithm that takes as
input a session state π and the index of a symmetric chain chain[j], and updates the chain state.

Let P be a party. We denote P ’s pth session by πP,p. A session is an execution of the protocol at a party,
and represents one party’s execution in a single long-lived chat. In a long-lived chat between two parties
Alice and Bob, there will be two sessions: one at Alice, one at Bob.

Within each session, there will be many stages, each of which may establish a shared secret. In Signal and
PQ3, the stages within a session can be viewed as being organized into a “tree” of stages. The main ‘trunk’
of the tree consists of the initial session start / handshake stage, and those created by the asymmetric ratchet.
Stages on the trunk are denoted by [asym0], [asym1], [asym2], . . . . Off of each trunk stage [asymj ] there are
two branches: the incoming chain in[j] and the outgoing chain out[j]. These two chains are advanced using
the symmetric ratchet, and the stages on these chains are [inj,0], [inj,1], . . . , and similarly for [outj,ℓ]. (In
PQ3, off of each trunk stage, only one of the incoming or outgoing chains will be populated, and the other
will be null, as the PQ3 asymmetric ratchet is stepped forward to create alternating incoming and outgoing
chains.) Implicitly each chain stores its current length, which is denoted |[chain]|.

Definition 11 (Session state). Each party, for each session, maintains a session state π which is a collection
of the following variables:

• π.role ∈ {init, resp}: the instance’s role

• π.peerid: the identifier of the alleged peer

• π.peeripk: the peer’s long-term identity public key

• π.peerprepk: the peer’s EC and PQ pre-key public keys

• π.status[s] ∈ {active, accept, reject}: execution status for stage s, set to active upon start of a new
stage, and set to accept or reject to indicate acceptance or rejection of a particular stage and its key

• π.k[s] ∈ K: the session key for stage s; can be a root key rk, a chain key ck, or a message key mk

• π.sid[s]: the identifier of stage s of session π

• π.st[s]: protocol-specific state for stage s of session π

3 iMessage PQ3 Protocol description

In this section we present the iMessage PQ3 protocol. As previously explained, the main components of the
protocol are: user registration (Section 3.1) in which each party generates a long-term key pair as well as
many pre-key bundles, and uploads them to the server; session start (Section 3.2), which establishes the
initial shared secret between the initiator and the responder; the asymmetric ratchet (Section 3.3), which
establishes new shared secrets after each round trip; and the symmetric ratchet (Section 3.4), which derives
keys for each message.

Table 1 shows the various public key material used by parties in the session start and asymmetric ratchet,
and the symmetric keys produced at the various stages.
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Asymmetric key pairs

idecvkP idecskP Party P long-term (identity) EC key pair for signature scheme Σ
preecpkP,i preecskP,i Party P prekey bundle i prekey EC key pair
prepqpkP,i prepqskP,i Party P prekey bundle i prekey PQ key pair
prepqctP,p Party P session p prekey PQ ciphertext
rchecpkP,p,i rchecskP,p,i Party P session p asymmetric stage i ratchet EC key pair
rchpqpkP,p,i rchpqskP,p,i Party P session p asymmetric stage i ratchet PQ key pair
rchpqctP,p,i Party P session p asymmetric stage i ratchet PQ ciphertext

Symmetric keys

πP,p.rk[asymi] Party P session p asymmetric stage i root key
πP,p.ck[ini,j ] Party P session p incoming chain i symmetric stage j chain key
πP,p.mk[ini,j ] Party P session p incoming chain i symmetric stage j message key
πP,p.ck[outi,j ] Party P session p outgoing chain i symmetric stage j chain key
πP,p.mk[outi,j ] Party P session p outgoing chain i symmetric stage j message key

Table 1: Keys used in the PQ3 protocol.

3.1 User registration

The user registration phase is run by each party P when they first set up their device. Associated to each
party P is an identity string idP .

Identity keypair. Each party P prepares a long-term identity key pair consisting of (the public components
of):

• (idecvkP , idecskP )←$ Σ.KGen()

Pre-key bundles. Each party P also prepares many pre-key bundles PKBP,i for i = 1, . . . , each consisting
of (the public components of):

• preecskP,i←$ Zq, preecpkP,i ← gpreecskP,i

• (prepqpkP,i, prepqskP,i)←$ Π1.KGen()

• σ←$ Σ.Sig(idecskP , labelregistration∥prepqpkP,i∥preecpkP,i∥labelversion)

At registration time, party P uploads its first pre-key bundle to the server, and then uploads subsequent
pre-key bundles periodically at later times. The party saves the corresponding secret keys locally. A pre-key
bundle is meant to be used for a particular period of time, and as such includes a timestamp to prevent the
server from replaying a pre-key bundle at a later period of time outside the validity period. As such, we
model pre-keys as “medium-term” keys which can be reused in many sessions.

3.2 Session start (initial key establishment)

Suppose a sender S wants to start a session with a recipient R. The s’th session at S will be denoted by πS,s.
We assume the sender has a copy of the receiver’s identity public key idecvkR obtained authentically

through some out-of-band mechanism, and similarly the responder R has an authentic copy of the sender’s
identity public key idecvkS . (If these are obtained from the untrusted server, then the security properties
shown in this paper apply only if the server does not replace / alter user’s identity public keys, or if the users
authenticate each others’ identity public keys using some out-of-band mechanism, such as comparing a hash
of the identity public keys [App23].)

The sender S obtains a fresh pre-key bundle PKBR,i for recipient R from the server. The sender then
proceeds as in Figure 4. By the end of SessionStartS, the initiator has set the root key for stage [asym0] and
the chain key for outgoing chain [out0,0], and produced an outgoing message for the responder.
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SessionStartS(πS,s, idecvkR,PKBR,i)

1 : // Verify signature on prekey bundle

2 : Σ.Vf(idecvkR, labelregistration∥prepqpkR,i∥preecpkR,i∥labelversion,PKBR,i.σ)

3 : // Generate sender ratchet ECDH key pair

4 : rchecskS,s,1←$ Zq, rchecpkS,s,1 ← grchecskS,s,1

5 : // Compute ratchet/prekey ECDH shared secret

6 : ecss← preecpk
rchecskS,s,1

R,i

7 : // Encapsulate against receiver PQ prekey

8 : prepqrndS,s←$ Π1.R
9 : (prepqctS,s, pqss)← Π1.Enc(prepqpkR,i; prepqrndS,s)

10 : // Derive session identifier and root/chain keys

11 : πS,s.sid[asym0]← idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelstart∥preecpkR,i∥rchecpkS,s,1∥prepqctS,s∥prepqpkR,i

12 : (rk, ck)← KDFRKCK(0, ecss, pqss, πS,s.sid[asym0])

13 : // Set first root key

14 : πS,s.rk[asym0]← rk

15 : // No incoming chain 0

16 : // Initialize outgoing chain 0

17 : πS,s.ck[out0,0]← ck

18 : // Generate outgoing PQ ratchet key

19 : (rchpqpkS,s,1, rchpqskS,s,1)←$ Π2.KGen()

20 : // Save state

21 : πS,s.st[asym1]← (rchecskS,s,1, rchpqskS,s,1)

22 : // Outgoing message

23 : generate signature σ using idecskS as per Section 3.5.1 with values rchecpkS,s,1, prepqctS,s, rchpqpkS,s,1

24 : and pre-key hash H(preecpkR,i∥prepqpkR,i)

25 : return (rchecpkS,s,1, prepqctS,s, rchpqpkS,s,1, H(preecpkR,i∥prepqpkR,i), σ)

Figure 4: The operations of the PQ3 initial key exchange for initiator S in session πS,s with responder R
using pre-key bundle PKBR,i.

The receiver R, to start a new session number r with sender S, after receiving an incoming session start
message, proceeds as in Figure 5. By the end of SessionStartR, the responder has set the root keys for stages
[asym0] and [asym1] and the chain keys for incoming chain [in0,0] and outgoing chain [out1,0], and produced
an outgoing message for the initiator.

3.3 Asymmetric ratchet

Upon the receipt of a message from its peer containing ephemeral public keys allowing the creation of a new
asymmetric ratchet stage, a party P in session πP,p that has set πP,p.rk[asymj−1] advances the asymmetric
ratchet two steps (step j for the incoming chain, step j + 1 for the outgoing chain) by proceeding as in
Figure 6. By the end of AsymRatchet, the party has set the root keys for stages [asymj ] and [asymj+1] and
the chain keys for incoming chain [inj,0] and outgoing chain [outj+1,0], and produced an outgoing message
for its peer.

3.4 Symmetric ratchet

In order to derive message keys in a chain chain[j] where chain[j] = in[j] or out[j], party P in session
πP,p proceeds as in Figure 7. By the end of SymRatchet, the party has derived the ℓth message key
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SessionStartR(πR,r, idecvkS ,PKBR,i, (rchecpkS,s,1, prepqctS,s, rchpqpkS,s,1, h = H(preecpkR,i∥prepqpkR,i), σ))

1 : Verify signature σ on incoming message using idecvkS as per Section 3.5.1

2 : Look up preecskR,i from PKBR,i based on h = H(preecpkR,i∥prepqpkR,i)

3 : // Compute ratchet/prekey ECDH shared secret

4 : ecss← (rchecpkS,s,1)
preecskR,i

5 : // Compute prekey PQ shared secret

6 : pqss← Π1.Dec(prepqskR,i, prepqctS,s)

7 : // Derive session identifier and root/chain keys

8 : πR,r.sid[asym0]← idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelstart∥preecpkR,i∥rchecpkS,s,1∥prepqctS,s∥prepqpkR,i

9 : (rk, ck)← KDFRKCK(0, ecss, pqss, πR,r.sid[0])

10 : // Set first root key

11 : πR,r.rk[asym0]← rk

12 : // No outgoing chain 0

13 : // Initialize incoming chain 0

14 : πR,r.ck[in0,0]← ck

15 : // Generate outgoing ECDH ratchet key

16 : rchecskR,r,2←$ Zq, rchecpkR,r,2 ← grchecskR,r,2

17 : // Compute ratchet ECDH & PQ shared secret

18 : ecss′ ← (rchecpkS,s,1)
rchecskR,r,2

19 : rchpqrndS,s,1←$ Π2.R
20 : (rchpqctR,r,1, pqss

′)← Π2.Enc(rchpqpkS,s,1; rchpqrndS,s,1)

21 : // Derive session identifier and root/chain keys

22 : πR,r.sid[asym1]← idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkS,s,1∥rchecpkR,r,2∥rchpqctR,r,1∥rchpqpkS,s,1
23 : (rk′, ck′)← KDFRKCK(πR,r.rk[asym0], ecss

′, pqss′, πR,r.sid[asym1])

24 : // Set next root key

25 : πR,r.rk[asym1]← rk′

26 : // Initialize outgoing chain 1

27 : πR,r.ck[out1,0]← ck′

28 : // Generate outgoing PQ ratchet key

29 : (rchpqpkR,r,2, rchpqskR,r,2)← Π2.KGen()

30 : // Save state

31 : πR,r.st[asym2]← (rchecskR,r,2, rchpqskR,r,2)

32 : // Outgoing message

33 : generate signature σ using idecskR as per Section 3.5.1 with values rchecpkR,r,2, rchpqctR,r,1, rchpqpkR,r,2

34 : return (rchecpkR,r,2, rchpqctR,r,1, rchpqpkR,r,2, σ)

Figure 5: The operations of the PQ3 initial key exchange for responder R in session πR,r with initiator S
using pre-key bundle PKBR,i.
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AsymRatchet(πP,p, (rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1, rchpqctP ′,p′,j , rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1), σ)

1 : j ← |πP,p.[asym]| // j is the current length of the asym chain in πp,p, which will be odd for initiator and even for responder sessions

2 : Verify signature σ on incoming message using idecvkπP,p.peerid as per Section 3.5.1

3 : // Compute ratchet ECDH shared secret

4 : ecss← (rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1)
rchecskP,p,j

5 : // Compute ratchet PQ shared secret

6 : pqss← Π2.Dec(rchpqskP,p,j , rchpqctP ′,p′,j)

7 : // Derive session identifier and root/chain keys

8 : πP,p.sid[asymj ]← idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkP,p,j∥rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1∥rchpqctP ′,p′,j∥rchpqpkP,p,j

9 : (rk, ck)← KDFRKCK(πP,p.rk[asymj−1], ecss, pqss, πP,p.sid[asymj ])

10 : // Set next root key

11 : πP,p.rk[asymj ]← rk

12 : // Initialize incoming chain j

13 : πP,p.ck[inj,0]← ck

14 : // Generate outgoing ratchet ECDH key

15 : rchecskP,p,j+2←$ Zq, rchecpkP,p,j+2 ← grchecskP,p,j+2

16 : // Compute ratchet ECDH & PQ shared secret

17 : ecss′ ← (rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1)
rchecskP,p,j+2

18 : rchpqrndP,p,j+1←$ Π2.R
19 : (rchpqctP,p,j+1, pqss

′)← Π2.Enc(rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1; rchpqrndP,p,j+1)

20 : // Derive session identifier and root/chain keys

21 : πP,p.sid[asymj+1]← idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1∥rchecpkP,p,j+2∥rchpqctP,p,j+1∥rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1

22 : (rk′, ck′)← KDFRKCK(πP,p.rk[asymj ], ecss
′, pqss′, πP,p.sid[asymj+1])

23 : // Set next root key

24 : πP,p.rk[asymj+1]← rk′

25 : // Initialize outgoing chain j + 1

26 : πP,p.ck[outj+1,0]← ck′// Generate outgoing PQ ratchet key

27 : (rchpqpkP,p,j+2, rchpqskP,p,j+2)←$ Π2.KGen()

28 : // Save state

29 : πP,p.st[asymj+2]← (rchecskP,p,j+2, rchpqskP,p,j+2)

30 : // Outgoing message

31 : generate signature σ using idecskP as per Section 3.5.1 with values rchecpkP,p,j+2, rchpqctP,p,j+1, rchpqpkP,p,j+2

32 : return (rchecpkP,p,j+2, rchpqctP,p,j+1, rchpqpkP,p,j+2, σ)

Figure 6: The operations of the PQ3 asymmetric ratchet for party P in session πP,p.
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πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] in this chain, and the next chain key πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1].

SymRatchet(πP,p, chain, j) where chain = in or out

1 : ℓ← |πP,p.chain[j]| // Index of current last stage of chain[j]

2 : // Derive message key for this index

3 : πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ]← HKDF.Expand(πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ], labelmkderivation, 256)

4 : πP,p.status[chainj,ℓ]← accept

5 : πP,p.k[chainj,ℓ]← πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ]

6 : // Derive chain key for next index

7 : πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1]← HKDF.Expand(πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ], labelckderivation, 256)

Figure 7: The operations of the PQ3 symmetric ratchet for party P in session πP,p on chain chain[j].

3.5 Additional PQ3 components

3.5.1 Message authentication

All protocol messages transmitted in PQ3 are authenticated using signature scheme Σ. Each time party P
sends a message, the following information (including explicit length fields) is signed using idecskP . The
recipient correspondingly verifies each received message and signature using idecvkP .

• labelmessagesignature: a fixed label

• a fixed-size version number

• appct: application ciphertext with length encoding

• appad: application authenticated data with length encoding

• mkind: a value derived from the message key indicating the location in the ratchet

• rchecpk: the outgoing ratchet EC public key

• msgind: the message index

• dst = idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR

• rchpqpk: the outgoing ratchet PQ public key (or a length-0 string if the PQ portion is omitted)

• rchpqct: the outgoing ratchet PQ ciphertext (or a length-0 string if the PQ portion is omitted)

• H(preecpkR,i∥prepqpkR,i): the hash of the recipient’s pre-keys from the pre-key bundle (only included
on the session-start message from the initiator to the responder, otherwise a length-0 string)

3.5.2 The KDFRKCK function

The initial key establishment and asymmetric ratchets make use of key derivation function KDFRKCK as
shown in Figure 8, which combines up to three pieces of keying material (a root key rk, an ECDH shared
secret ss1, and a post-quantum shared secret ss2) with a session identifier sid. The function produces a pair
of keys (rk, ck) which will be used as root and chain keys.
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KDFRKCK(rk, ss1, ss2, sid)

1 : ext1 ← HKDF.Extract(ikm = ss1, salt = rk)

2 : if ss2 = ⊥ then ext2 ← HKDF.Extract(ikm = ext1, salt = 0)

3 : else ext2 ← HKDF.Extract(ikm = ext1, salt = ss2)

4 : z ← HKDF.Expand(ext2, labelrootkeyderivation∥sid, 512)
5 : rk ← z[0 . . . 255], ck ← z[256 . . . 511]

6 : return (rk, ck)

Figure 8: The key derivation function KDFRKCK used in PQ3 initial key establishment and asymmetric.

4 Security model

In this section, we present the multi-stage authenticated key exchange security model used to analyze the
security of the PQ3 protocol. It is based on an adaptation of the security model developed by Cohn-Gordon
et al. [CGCD+17] used to analyze the Signal protocol, which was based on the multi-stage AKE security
model of Fischlin and Günther [FG14], which is a Bellare–Rogaway-style AKE security model [BR94].

The basic idea of the Bellare–Rogaway (BR) security model for authenticated key exchange is as follows;
see [BMS19] for a more detailed introduction to AKE security models. The adversary interacts with a
challenger who simulates all honest parties to the adversary. The adversary directs all interactions between
the honest parties, and all communications flow via the adversary, modelling an active adversary. Additionally,
the adversary is allowed to compromise various secrets of the honest parties, including long-term identity
private keys, ephemeral private keys, intermediate session state, and established session keys. The adversary
is then challenged to learn information about the session key in a target session run by an honest party,
modelled as whether the adversary is able distinguish the session key from a uniformly random bitstring
of the same length; if the adversary cannot distinguish this with probability substantially different from 1

2 ,
then the session keys are effectively random and unknown from the adversary’s perspective. Given that
the adversary can compromise so many secret values, security is defined only for session keys for which the
adversary has not compromised sufficiently many inputs to make the key derivation trivial; this restriction is
captured by the notion of freshness, and the specific details of freshness vary depending on the exact security
characteristics the protocol aims to achieve. (Roughly speaking, allowing the adversary to compromise the
long-term identity key and intermediate session state allows the model to capture the notion of forward
secrecy, and allowing the adversary to compromise intermediate session state allows the model to capture the
notion of post-compromise security.)

The original Bellare–Rogaway AKE security model was defined for key exchange protocols that establish a
single session key, but modern protocols including TLS [JKSS12, DFGS15], QUIC [FG14], Signal [CGCD+17],
and iMessage PQ3 establish multiple keys in a single session, which can be capture using Fischlin and
Günther’s multi-stage AKE security model [FG14] which extends the BR model.

In this section, we customize the multi-stage AKE security model that was used by Cohn-Gorden et
al. [CGCD+17] to capture the security characteristics intended by the PQ3 protocol. Section 4.1 gives the
main security experiment for the security model, and Section 4.2 details the freshness condition.

4.1 Security experiment

Definition 12 (Multi-stage key indistinguishability). Let Π be a multi-stage key exchange protocol. Let A
be a probabilistic algorithm. Define

AdvIND
Π,nP,nB,nS,ns

(A) =
∣∣2 · Pr [INDA

Π,nP,nB,nS,ns
⇒ 1

]
− 1

∣∣
where the experiment INDA

Π is as defined in Figure 9 and nP, nB, nS, ns are positive integers representing the
maximum number of parties, pre-key bundles per party, sessions per party, and stages per session, respectively.

The experiment INDA
Π includes the following global variables:

• b: a challenge bit
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Role Stage Input state Input intermediate keys Output state Output intermediate keys
π.role s π.st[s]

init [asym0] ⊥ ⊥ rchecskP,p,1, rchpqskP,p,1 πP,p.rk[asym0], πP,p.ck[in0,0]
resp [asym0] & [asym1] ⊥ ⊥ rchecskP,p,1, rchpqskP,p,1 πP,p.rk[asym0], πP,p.ck[in0,0], πP,p.rk[asym1], πP,p.ck[out1,0]
init [asymj ] & [asymj+1], j ≥ 1 odd rchecskP,p,j , rchpqskP,p,j πP,p.rk[asymj−1] rchecskP,p,j+2, rchpqskP,p,j+2 πP,p.rk[asymj ], πP,p.ck[inj,0], πP,p.rk[asymj+1], πP,p.ck[outj+1,0]
resp [asymj ] & [asymj+1], j ≥ 2 even rchecskP,p,j , rchpqskP,p,j πP,p.rk[asymj−1] rchecskP,p,j+2, rchpqskP,p,j+2 πP,p.rk[asymj ], πP,p.ck[inj,0], πP,p.rk[asymj+1], πP,p.ck[outj+1,0]
∗ [inj,ℓ] ⊥ πP,p.ck[inj,ℓ] ⊥ πP,p.ck[inj,ℓ+1]
∗ [outj,ℓ] ⊥ πP,p.ck[outj,ℓ] ⊥ πP,p.ck[outj,ℓ+1]

Table 2: Per-stage variables for session πP,p in the security model for the PQ3 protocol

Stage Session identifier Session key
s π.sid[s] π.k[s]

[asym0] idP ∥idecvkP ∥idP ′∥idecvkP ′∥labelstart∥preecpkP ′,i∥rchecpkP,p,0∥prepqctP,p∥prepqpkP ′,i ⊥
[asymj ] idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkP,p,j∥rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1∥rchpqctP ′,p′,j∥rchpqpkP,p,j ⊥
[inj,ℓ] πP,p.sid[[asymj ]]∥labelin∥ℓ πP,p.mk[inj,ℓ]
[outj,ℓ] πP,p.sid[[asymj ]]∥labelout∥ℓ πP,p.mk[outj,ℓ]

Table 3: Per-stage session identifiers and keys for session πP,p in the security model for the PQ3 protocol

• tested = (P, p, s) or ⊥: the record of the input to the query Test(P, p, s) or ⊥ if no Test query happened

Additional experiment INDA
Π keeps additional variables as follows:

• rev session[P, p, s] ∈ {true, false}: whether RevSessKey(P, p, s) was called or not

• rev state[P, p, s] ∈ {true, false}: whether RevState(P, p, s) was called or not

• rev rchkey[P, p, s, t] ∈ {true, false}: whether RevRchKey(P, p, s, t) was called or not

In order to instantiate PQ3 within the model of Figure 9, we define the per-stage variables in Table 2 and
the stage session identifiers in Table 3.

4.2 Freshness

In the PQ3 protocol, there are many different types of stages: the initial key establishment, the stages along
the asymmetric ratchet, and the stages along the symmetric ratchet. These different types of stages have
subtly different security properties: the secret values allowed to be compromised by the adversary without
trivially undermining security differ across the different types of stages. The freshness condition models these
conditions for each type of stage.

The overall freshness condition is given in Definition 17, and is built up from several intermediate
definitions. Roughly speaking, a session key is fresh if:

• It is valid (Definition 13): the stage must have accepted, and the adversary cannot have revealed the
peer’s long-term key before the stage accepted (which would otherwise allow for trivial impersonation).

• Not all of the inputs to the stage have been revealed (Definition 16): at least one input to the derivation
of the session key in this stage cannot have been revealed (which would otherwise allow for trivial
session key computation). As each stage type (initial key exchange, asymmetric ratchet, symmetric
ratchet) has different inputs, this condition is customized to each stage type as shown in Table 4. It
makes use of intermediate definitions tracking whether the intermediate session state has been revealed
(Definition 15) or whether the peer’s inputs to the stage have been revealed (Definition 14).

• The session key has not been revealed, either at the session itself or at the peer of the session, if it
exists.

Definition 13 (Validity). Validity captures some bare minimum conditions of a stage for the session key to
be plausibly fresh: the stage must have accepted and the adversary has not revealed the peer’s long-term key
before the stage accepted (which captures forward secrecy). Define the predicate valid(P, p, s) as:

valid(P, p, s) = (πP,p.status[s] = accept)

∧ time(πP,p.status[s]← accept) < time(RevLongTermKey(πP,p.peerid))
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INDA
Π,nP,nB,nS,ns

b←$ {0, 1}
tested← ⊥
for P = 1 . . . nP do

(idecvkP , idecskP )←$ IDKeyGen()

for i = 1 . . . nB do

(preecpkP,i, preecskP,i, prepqpkP,i, prepqskP,i, σ)←$ PKBGen(idecskP )

pubinfo← (idecvk∗, preecpk∗, prepqpk∗, σ∗)

b′ ← ASend,Rev∗,Test(pubinfo)

if (tested = ⊥) ∨ ¬fresh(tested) then
r←$ {0, 1}
return r

if b = b′ then return 1

else return 0

Send(P, p,m)

if πP,p = ⊥ then

parse (P ′, i, role,m′)← m

if role = init then return SessionStartS(πP,p, idecvkP ′ ,PKBP ′,i)

else role = resp then return SessionStartR(πP,p, idecvkP ′ ,PKBP,i,m
′)

else

parse (type,m′)← m

if type = asym then return AsymRatchet(πP,p,m
′)

else type = sym

parse (chain, j)← m′

return SymRatchet(πP,p.chain[j])

RevLongTermKey(P )

rev ltk[P ]← true

return idecskP

RevPreKey(P, i, t)

rev prekey[P, i, t]← true

if t = ec then return preecskP,i

elseif t = pqsk then return prepqskP,i)

elseif t = pqrnd then return prepqrndP,i)

RevRchKey(P, p, s, t)

rev rchkey[P, p, s, t]← true

if t = ec then return rchecskP,p,s

elseif t = pqsk then return rchpqskP,p,s)

elseif t = pqrnd then return rchpqrndP,p,s)

RevSessKey(P, p, s)

rev session[P, p, s]← true

return πP,p.k[s] as per Table 3

RevState(P, p, s)

rev state[P, p, s]← true

return πP,p.st[s]

and input intermediate keys in Table 2

Test(P, p, s)

if tested ̸= ⊥ then return ⊥
if πP,p.status[s] ̸= accept then return ⊥
if πP,p.k[s] = ⊥ then return ⊥
tested← (P, p, s)

if b = 0 then k ← πP,p.k[s]

else k←$K
return k

Figure 9: Security experiment for adversary A against multi-stage key indistinguishability of protocol Π
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Note that within a session πP,p, if valid(P, p, s) holds and s′ is a stage of πP,p that accepted prior to stage
s, then valid(P, p, s′) also holds.

Definition 14 (Peer ratchet freshness). Peer ratchet freshness captures the idea that the ratchet secret key
of the peer of a stage has not been revealed. Define the predicate unrevpeer(P, p, j, t) as:

unrevpeer(P, p, j, t) = ∀p′ : πP,p.sid[[asymj ]] = ππP,p.peerid,p′ .sid[[asymj ]] =⇒ ¬rev rchkey[πP,p.peerid, p
′, j, t]

Definition 15 (State freshness). State freshness captures the idea that the state (intermediate keys) of
a stage has not been revealed, nor has the state (intermediate keys) of the stage at a peer session with a
matching session identifier. Define the predicate unrevstate(P, p, s) as:

unrevstate(P, p, s) = ¬rev state[P, p, s]

∧
(
∀p′ : πP,p.sid[s] = ππP,p.peerid,p′ .sid[s] =⇒ ¬rev state[πP,p.peerid, p

′, s]
)

Definition 16 (Stage input unrevealedness). Stage input unrevealedness captures the idea that at least
one input to the derivation of the session key of the stage has not been revealed. Because session keys of
different stages have different inputs, each stage type has a different stage unrevealedness predicate. Define
the predicate unrev(P, p, s) as shown in Table 4.

Stage s Role πP,p.role unrev(P, p, s)

[asym0] init ¬rev prekey[R, i, ec] ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, 1, ec] ∧ ¬rev prekey[R, i, pqsk] ∧ ¬rev prekey[P, p, pqrnd]

[asym0] resp ¬rev prekey[P, i, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev prekey[R, i, pqsk] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, 1, pqrnd)

[asymj ] : j > 0, j odd init
(
unrevstate(P, p, [asymj ] ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj−1])

)
∨
(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, pqsk] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j, pqrnd)

)
[asymj+1] : j > 0, j odd init

(
unrevstate(P, p, [asymj+1]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj ])

)
∨
(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j + 2, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j + 1, pqrnd] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, pqsk)

)
[asymj ] : j > 0, j odd resp same as for [asymj ] : j > 0, j odd with role = init

[asymj+1] : j > 0, j odd resp same as for [asymj+1] : j > 0, j odd with role = init

[chainj,0] : chain ∈ {in, out} ∗ unrevstate(P, p, [chainj,0]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj ])

[chainj,ℓ] : chain ∈ {in, out}, ℓ > 0 ∗ unrevstate(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [chainj,ℓ−1])

Table 4: Stage unrevealedness predicates unrev(P, p, s)

Definition 17 (Freshness). Freshness captures everything that is necessary for a session key to be plausibly
secure: the stage is valid and relevant input values are unrevealed according to the previous definitions, and
the adversary has not revealed the session key of the stage or of that stage at any matching session. Let s be
a stage in the pth session at party P . Define the predicate fresh(P, p, s) as:

fresh(P, p, s) = valid(P, p, s) ∧ unrev(P, p, s)

∧ ¬rev session[P, p, s]

∧
(
∀p′ : πP,p.sid[s] = ππP,p.peerid,p′ .sid[s] =⇒ ¬rev session[πP,p.peerid, p

′, s]
)

Interpreting the security model: forward secrecy and post-compromise security. It can be seen
that the security model implies the main desired security characteristics as follows.

• Forward secrecy: According to Definition 13, the adversary is only prohibited from revealing the
long-term key of the peer of the target session before the target session has accepted, but can do so
after it has accepted. Furthermore, according to Definition 17, a stage remains fresh even if the session
key or state of a later session is compromised.

• Post-compromise secrecy: According to Definition 16, a stage remains fresh if some, but not all
of the inputs to the state have been compromised. In other words, if the chaining state from an
earlier asymmetric stage is compromised, but the ephemeral key exchange in this asymmetric stage is
uncompromised, then the stage should still be considered fresh, which is post-compromise security /
healing.
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5 Security proof

Although the PQ3 protocol derives many root and chain keys, it is the message keys that are considered the
session keys that are the “output” of the multi-stage key exchange protocol and which are required to be
indistinguishable from random. In order to prove that a particular message key is secure, we need to show
that the root and chain keys involved in the derivation of that message key are secure. The proof proceeds
modularly in multiple lemmas, each considering the root and chain keys derived in different types of stages in
the protocol.

We begin with an overview of the proof approach, then proceed with the lemmas for various stages of the
PQ3 protocol.

5.1 Overview of proof and main theorem

The lemmas for the various stages are as follows:

• Lemma 3 shows that the root key πS,s.rk[asym0] and chain key πS,s.ck[out0,0] established by the
initiator in the initial key establishment are secure.

• Lemma 4 shows that the root keys πR,r.rk[asym0] and πR,r.rk[asym1], and chain keys πR,r.ck[in0,0]
and πR,r.ck[out1,0] established by the responder in the initial key establishment are secure.

• Lemmas 5 and 6 show that the root and chain keys established in the first half and the second half of
the asymmetric ratchet are secure.

• Lemmas 7 and 8 show that the chain keys and message keys established in the symmetric ratchet are
secure.

It is the last two lemmas, Lemmas 7 and 8, that, when combined with the previous lemmas, yield the
overall result, collected in Theorem 1: that message keys output by PQ3 are secure in the multi-stage
authenticated key exchange security model.

Each lemma assumes that the stage in question is sufficiently unrevealed based on the relevant freshness
condition, and as described above shows that the root and chain keys established in that stage are secure. For
later stages, clauses of the freshness condition could imply that earlier stages are also sufficiently unrevealed,
and hence the lemma for the earlier stage would yield that the root and chain keys established in that earlier
stage are secure.

The proofs of the lemmas are shown using a sequence of games, starting from the original multi-stage
authenticated key exchange indistinguishability experiment (Definition 12) for the PQ3 protocol. Although
the specifics of the sequence of games varies depending on the particular lemma, we provide a little insight
here into the overall approach.

• We usually make a hop enforcing that honestly generated Diffie–Hellman public keys are unique; since
the protocol does not have separate nonces, unique DH public keys leads to unique session identifiers
(Lemma 1 and Lemma 2) and helps with uniqueness during authentication.

• As necessary, we guess the index of the target session, the peer session, the owner of the target session,
the peer of the target session, or the index of the responder’s pre-key bundle. This guessing results in a
non-tight proof.

• We reject any signatures received not generated by an honest party, giving a reduction to unforgeability
of the signature scheme.

• For elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman-based key exchanges, in the target stage, we replace the ECDH shared
secret with a random value. Note that technically we replace the intermediate key ext derived from the
ECDH shared secret using HKDF.Extract inside KDFRKCK with a random value by using the PRF-ODH
assumption; this is necessary because the reduction may be required to derive ECDH shared secrets
with some of the challenge values in other sessions, and hence the reduction requires the assistance of
one of the PRF-ODH oracles to do so.
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• For post-quantum KEM-based key exchanges, in the target stage, we replace the KEM shared secret
with a random value, giving a reduction to the IND-CCA security of the KEM. (CPA security does not
suffice here, as the reduction may need to compute shared secrets involving the same KEM public key
used or replayed in other sessions, and hence the reduction requires the assistance of a decapsulation
oracle to do so.)

• After the ECDH or PQ shared secrets have been replaced with random values, subsequent keys
derived from those are replaced with random values, giving a reduction to the secure of the relevant
pseudorandom function, either HKDF.Extract, HKDF.Expand, or the combined KDFRKCK, in one or
more of their arguments.

There are also two helper lemmas (Lemmas 1 and 2) that prove that session identifiers established by
honest parties are unique.

Main theorem. The following theorem summarizes that the iMessage PQ3 protocol achieves security in
the multi-stage security model of Section 4, under appropriate assumptions on the building blocks.

Theorem 1. Assume that Σ is EUF-CMA, that HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract are both PRFs in their
first argument, and that KDFRKCK is a PRF in its first and third arguments. Assume that either the
PRF-ODH assumption holds for the elliptic curve group with HKDF.Extract in its first argument, or that
Π1 and Π2 IND-CCA-secure KEMs. In the iMessage PQ3 protocol, consider the ℓth message key in the
symmetric ratchet stemming from the jth stage of the asymmetric ratchet in session πP,p; assume that this
stage is fresh according to Definition 17. Then, in the multi-stage security model of Section 4, this message
key is indistinguishable from a random bitstring of the same length.

Proof. Let t be an upper-bound on the runtime of the adversary. For a security notion x and a scheme y, let

ϵxy = max
A:time(A)≤t

Advxy(A)

where the maximum is taken over all algorithms A with running time at most t.
Let the target session key be πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ], which is assumed to be fresh. We will derive a bound on

the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] from random by combining the various lemmas
listed above.

• If πP,p is an initiator session, then by Lemma 3, the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing πP,p.rk[asym0]
and πP,p.ck[out0,0] from random is at most

ϵhs−init =
1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ n2

PnS

 ϵEUF-CMA
Σ

+nB min

{
1
q + ϵprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Expand,

ϵIND-CCA
Π1

+ ϵprf3KDFRKCK

} 
• If πP,p is a responder session, then by Lemma 4, the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing πP,p.rk[asym0]
and πP,p.ck[in0,0] from random is at most

ϵhs−resp =
1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ n2

Pn
2
SnB

 ϵEUF-CMA
Σ

+min

{
1
q + ϵprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Expand,

ϵIND-CCA
Π1

+ ϵprf3KDFRKCK

} 
• Let

ϵhs =

{
ϵhs−init, if πP,p is an initiator session,

ϵhs−resp, if πP,p is a responder session

• By repeated application of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing
πP,p.rk[asymj ] and πP,p.ck[chainj,0] from random is at most

ϵasym−j = ϵhs + j(ϵasym−first + ϵasym−second)
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where

ϵasym−first =

 ϵEUF-CMA
Σ

+max

{
ϵprf1KDFRKCK,min

{
1
q + ϵprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Extract + ϵprf1HKDF.Expand,

ϵIND-CCA
Π2

+ ϵprf3KDFRKCK

}} 
• By Lemma 7 and repeated application of Lemma 8, the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing
πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ] and πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] from random is at most

ϵsym−j−ℓ = ϵhs + j(ϵasym−first + ϵasym−second) + 2ℓ · ϵprf1HKDF.Expand

Hybrid security of ECDH and post-quantum. Theorem 1 shows that PQ3 message keys are secure
in the hybrid traditional/post-quantum setting, meaning that they are secure if either the elliptic curve
Diffie–Hellman problem remains hard (i.e., the PRF-ODH assumption holds in the relevant elliptic curve
group when combined with HKDF), or the post-quantum scheme remains secure (i.e., IND-CCA security
holds for the two post-quantum KEMs used). This can be seen by observing that the relevant advantage
bounds involve a term of the form

min
{
ϵprf1−odh
g,HKDF.Extract + . . . , ϵind−cca

Π + . . .
}

which implies that security holds even if one of the two assumptions is broken (i.e., has high advantage),
provided the other is unbroken (i.e., has low advantage).

5.2 Lemmas 1 and 2: Uniqueness of session identifiers

It will be helpful in later proofs to know that session identifiers are sufficiently unique. We prove some
preliminary lemmas to that effect.

In all these lemmas, we assume that no two honest parties ever generate the same Diffie–Hellman public
key. Our later proofs have a game hopping step to that effect, so that will be true at any of the times in later
proofs where we rely on these lemmas about unique session identifiers.

Lemma 1 (Uniqueness of [asym0] session identifiers). Suppose no two honest parties ever generate the same
Diffie–Hellman public key. If sid = πP,p.sid[asym0] for some session πP,p, then there is no other session at
party P with the same session identifier. Furthermore, there is at most one other session with the same
identifier, which if it exists is at R = πP,p.peerid and also in stage [asym0].

Proof. Recall that the [asym0] session identifier for a session with initiator S, responder R, and responder
prekey bundle indexed by i is

idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelstart∥preecpkR,i∥rchecpkS,s,1∥prepqctS,s∥prepqpkR,i

Initiator S will set this to be the session identifier for at most 1 stage across all its sessions. That stage
if it exists will be an [asym0] stage due to the presence of labelstart. That stage if it exists will be unique
because the value rchecpkS,s,1 is generated by S and is assumed to be unique across all DH keys generated by
S.

Responder R will set this to be the session identifier for at most 1 stage across all its sessions. That stage
if it exists will be an [asym0] stage due to the presence of labelstart. That stage if it exists will be unique
because R will use prekey bundle i in at most one session, and the value preecpkR,i is generated by R and is
assumed to be unique across all DH keys generated by R.

No other honest party will set this to be a session identifier because of uniqueness of identity public
keys.

Lemma 2 (Uniqueness of [asymj ] session identifiers). Suppose no two honest parties ever generate the same
Diffie–Hellman public key. If sid = πP,p.sid[asymj ] for some session πP,p, then with probability at least 1−1/q
there is no other session at party P with the same session identifier.
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Proof. Recall that the [asymj ] session identifier for a session with initiator S, responder R is

idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkP,p,j∥rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1∥rchpqctP ′,p′,j∥rchpqpkP,p,j

and that the [asymj+1] session identifier is

idS∥idecvkS∥idR∥idecvkR∥labelratchet∥rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1∥rchecpkP,p,j+2∥rchpqctP,p,j+1∥rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1

We ensure uniqueness by looking at the 6th and 7th components of the above two session identifiers.
Suppose either πP,p.role = init and j is odd, or πP,p.role = resp and j is even; in other words, we are

considering when [asymj ] is the first of the two stages set in AsymRatchet. Party P will set this to be the
session identifier for at most one [asymj ] stage with j of this parity, because the 6th component of the session
identifier for asym stages of this parity is controlled by P and P picks a new rchecpkP,p,j value for this in
each such stage; these are assumed to be unique across all DH keys generated by P .

Consider now the session identifier for a [asymj′ ] stage for j′ of the opposite parity. Let c6 and c7 denote
the 6th and 7th components of the [asymj ] session identifier. Let c′6 and c′7 denote the 6th and 7th components
of the [asymj′ ] session identifier.

In order for the session identifier for a [asymj′ ] stage for j′ even to be equal to the session identifier for
[asymj ] stage for j odd, it would need to be the case that c′6 = c7, which is possible because the adversary
could controls c′6. But it would also need to be the case that c7 = c′7. Yet c

′
7 is under the control of honest

party P , is picked after c7 is provided, and is picked uniformly at random from a set of size q, so the chance
that c7 = c′7 is at most 1/q.

Now consider the case when either πP,p.role = init and j is even, or πP,p.role = resp and j is odd;
in other words, we are considering when [asymj ] is the second of the two stages set in AsymRatchet. An
analogous argument works for this case, focusing on the 7th component of the session identifier, which is
controlled by party P and picked freshly for this stage.

5.3 Lemma 3: Initial key establishment for the initiator

Lemma 3. Consider session πS,s such that πS,s.role = init. Assume that Σ is EUF-CMA, that HKDF.Expand
and HKDF.Extract are both PRFs in their first argument, and that KDFRKCK is a PRF in its third argument.
Assume that either the PRF-ODH assumption holds for the elliptic curve group with HKDF.Extract in its first
argument, or that Π1 is an IND-CCA-secure KEM. If valid(S, s, [asym0]) ∧ unrev(S, s, [asym0]) holds, then
πS,s.rk[asym0] and πS,s.ck[out0,0] are indistinguishable from random.

Proof.

Game 0 (Original game). This game is the original multi-stage key indistinguishability security experiment
for the PQ3 protocol. Thus

Adv0 = AdvIND
Π,nP,nB,nS,ns

(A)
Game 1 (Require distinct honestly generated DH public keys). In this game, we ensure there is no collision
on any honestly generated DH public keys. The challenger maintains a list of all DH private values generated
during the game; if any DH private value appears twice, the challenger aborts the simulation and the adversary
automatically wins. The maximum number of honestly generated DH key pairs is nPnB + nPnSns and thus

Adv0 ≤
1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ Adv1

where q is the order of the group.

Game 2 (Guess index of target session). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the index (S, s, 0) ∈
{1, . . . , nP} × {1, . . . , nS} × {0} of the session and stage against which the Test query is issued, and aborts if
the guess is incorrect. Thus

Adv1 = nPnSAdv2

Game 3 (Guess peer of target session). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the identity R ∈
{1, . . . , nP} of the peer of the target session, and aborts if the guess is incorrect. Thus

Adv2 = nPAdv3
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Game 4 (Abort if forged signature of prekey bundle). In this game, the challenger aborts if SessionStartS(πS,s, . . . )
accepted the signature on the prekey bundle PKBR,i it received, but that prekey bundle was never signed by
party R, and πS,s.[asym0] accepted before R’s long-term key was revealed. If the abort event occurs, then
PKBR,i.σ constitutes a forgery on the string labelregistration∥prepqpkR,i∥preecpkR,i∥labelversion under key
idecvkR.

Reduction B4 against EUF-CMA security of Σ: Reduction B4 receives as input a challenge signature
public key pk∗ and a signing oracle O, and must produce a forgery.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 4, except as follows. For party R, it uses pk∗ as the long-term iden-
tity key instead of generating a new one. Whenever partyR needs to sign something, the reduction uses oracle O.
Suppose the abort event of Game 4 occurs. Note that this implies that RevLongTermKey(R) is not called. The
abort event implies that PKBR,i.σ is a valid signature on labelregistration∥prepqpkR,i∥preecpkR,i∥labelversion
but this prekey bundle was never signed by party R during prekey bundle generation. Moreover, since
signatures are domain separated with labelregistration, this string was never signed by party R during any
other part of the protocol. Thus labelregistration∥prepqpkR,i∥preecpkR,i∥labelversion was never queried to the
signing oracle O, so the reduction can return this string and signature as a winning forgery in the EUF-CMA
game for Σ. Thus

Adv3 ≤ AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B4) + Adv4

Game 5 (Guess index of peer pre-key bundle). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the index
i ∈ {1, . . . , nB} indicating which of R’s prekey bundles will be used in the target session, and aborts if the
guess is incorrect. Thus

Adv4 = nBAdv5

Branch A: elliptic curve security. The proof now branches into two cases: one based on the secrecy of ECDH
shared secrets, one based on the secrecy of KEM shared secrets.

Game 6 (Undo distinct DH public keys for the test session). In this game, the challenger does not abort if
the two DH public keys used in this session (preecpkR,i and rchecpkS,s,1) are the same. This is required since
a later proof step will substitute a DH challenge which could (with small but non-zero probability) have the
two challenge public keys equal. Since the latter is honestly generated independently of the former and the
size of the group is q, we have that

Adv5 =
1

q
+ Adv6

Game 7 (Replace key ext1 derived from DH shared secret with random). In this game, the challenger replaces
the ext1 value in the call to KDFRKCK with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B7 against PRF-ODH security of the group with HKDF.Extract: Reduction B7 receives as input
a DH challenge U = gu, V = gv, and real-or-random value W , and PRF-ODH oracles OU and OV, and must
return its guess of whether W was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 7, except as follows. For preecpkR,i, it uses U ; note rev prekey[R, i, ec] =
false by the freshness condition. For rchecpkS,s,1, it uses V ; note rev rchkey[S, s, 1, ec] = false by the freshness
condition. For ext1 in the call to KDFRKCK in πS,s stage [asym0], use W ; similarly in the matching session
πR,r stage [asym0] if it exists.

Since honest responder R will use each of its prekey bundles at most once, there is at most one session at
R which uses preecpkR,i. If that session received a different value V ′ as the peer EC ratchet public key, then
compute ext1 in that session by calling PRF-ODH oracle OU with V and the salt value unchanged. If that
session received V as the peer EC ratchet public key, then replace ext1 consistently in that session as well.
Either way, in that session, in the second half of SessionStartR for the computation of ecss′, compute that
second ext1 by querying the PRF-ODH oracle OU with the received peer EC ratchet public key and the salt
value unchanged.

Additionally, in the first execution of AsymRatchet for πS,s, compute ext1 in the first call to KDFRKCK by
querying the PRF-ODH oracle OV with the received peer EC ratchet public key and the salt value unchanged.

Reduction B7 outputs as its answer to the PRF-ODH challenger the same b′ output by A. When W is
real, B7 exactly simulates Game 6 to A, whereas when W is random, it simulates Game 7 to A. Thus

Adv6 ≤ Advprf1−odh
g,HKDF.Extract(B7) + Adv7
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Game 8 (Replace key ext2 derived from ext1 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the ext2
value in the call to KDFRKCK with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B8 against PRF security of HKDF.Extract in its first argument : Reduction B8 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Extract or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 8, except as follows. In πS,s stage [asym0] in the calculation
of ext2 inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the salt argument (either salt = 0 or salt = ss2). If the
matching session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B8 outputs as its answer to the
PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B8 exactly simulates Game 7 since ext1
is random, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 8 to A. Thus

Adv7 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B8) + Adv8

Game 9 (Replace key z = (rk, ck) derived from ext2 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the
z = (rk, ck) value in the call to KDFRKCK with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B9 against PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B9 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 9, except as follows. In πS,s stage [asym0] in the calculation of z
inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the given label argument. If the matching session exists at the peer,
then it does the same there. Reduction B9 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′ output by
A. When O is real, reduction B9 exactly simulates Game 8 since ext2 is random, whereas when O is random,
it simulates Game 9 to A. Thus

Adv8 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B9) + Adv9

Branch B: post-quantum security

Game 10 (Replace pqss with random value). In this game, the challenger replaces the pqss value with a
random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B10 against the IND-CCA security of KEM Π1: Reduction B10 receives as input a challenge
KEM public key pk∗, challenge ciphertext ct∗, and real-or-random value ss∗, and decapsulation oracle O[Dec],
and must return its guess of whether ss∗ was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 10, except as follows. For prepqpkR,i, it uses pk∗; note
rev prekey[R, i, pqsk] = false by the freshness condition. For prepqctS,s it uses ct

∗; note rev prekey[S, s, pqrnd] =
false by the freshness condition. For pqss in πS,s stage [asym0], it uses ss

∗.
Since honest responder R will use each of its prekey bundles at most once, there is at most one session at

R which uses prepqpkR,i. If that session received a different value ct′ as the peer PQ prekey ciphertext, then
compute pqss in that session by calling the decapsulation oracle O[Dec] with ct′. If that session received ct∗

as the peer PQ prekey ciphertext, then replace pqss in that session with ss∗ as well.
Reduction B10 outputs as its answer to the IND-CCA challenger the same b′ output by A. When ss∗ is

real, B10 exactly simulates Game 5 to A, whereas when ss∗ is random, it simulates Game 10 to A. Thus

Adv9 ≤ Advind−cca
Π1

(B10) + Adv10

Game 11 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of KDFRKCK with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B11 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its third argument : Reduction B11 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 11, except as follows. In πS,s stage [asym0] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs 0, ecss, and the session identifier. If the matching session exists at the
peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B11 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′

output by A. When O is real, reduction B11 exactly simulates Game 10 since pqss is random, whereas when
O is random, it simulates Game 11 to A. Thus

Adv10 ≤ Advprf3KDFRKCK(B11) + Adv11
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Conclusion. As of Game 9 and Game 11, πS,s.rk[asym0] and πS,s.ck[out0,0] are indistinguishable from random.
Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish πS,s.rk[asym0] and πS,s.ck[out0,0] from random when
valid(S, s, [asym0]) ∧ unrev(S, s, [asym0]) holds is at most

1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ n2

PnS

 AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B4)

+nB min

{
1
q + Advprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract(B7) + Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B8) + Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B9),
AdvIND-CCA

Π1
(B10) + Advprf3KDFRKCK(B11)

} 

5.4 Lemma 4: Initial key establishment for the responder

Lemma 4. Consider session πR,r such that πR,r.role = resp. Assume that Σ is EUF-CMA, that HKDF.Expand
and HKDF.Extract are both PRFs in their first argument, and that KDFRKCK is a PRF in its third argument.
Assume that either the PRF-ODH assumption holds for the elliptic curve group with HKDF.Extract in its first
argument, or that Π1 is an IND-CCA-secure KEM. If valid(R, r, [asym0]) ∧ unrev(R, r, [asym0]) holds, then
πR,r.rk[asym0] and πR,r.ck[in0,0] are indistinguishable from random.

Proof.

Game 0 (Original game). This game is the original multi-stage key indistinguishability security experiment
for the PQ3 protocol. Thus

Adv0 = AdvIND
Π,nP,nB,nS,ns

(A)

Game 1 (Require distinct honestly generated DH public keys). In this game, we ensure there is no collision
on any honestly generated DH public keys. The challenger maintains a list of all DH private values generated
during the game; if any DH private value appears twice, the challenger aborts the simulation and the adversary
automatically wins. The maximum number of honestly generated DH key pairs is nPnB + nPnSns and thus

Adv0 ≤
1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ Adv1

where q is the order of the group.

Game 2 (Guess index of target session). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the index (R, r, 0) ∈
{1, . . . , nP} × {1, . . . , nS} × {0} of the session and stage against which the Test query is issued, and aborts if
the guess is incorrect. Thus

Adv1 = nPnSAdv2

Game 3 (Guess index of peer pre-key bundle). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the index
i ∈ {1, . . . , nB} indicating which of R’s prekey bundles will be used in the target session, and aborts if the
guess is incorrect. Thus

Adv2 = nBAdv3

Game 4 (Guess matching session of target session). In this game, the challenger guesses in advance the index
(S, s, 0) ∈ {1, . . . , nP}×{1, . . . , nS}×{0} of the matching session of the target session, and aborts if the guess
is incorrect. Thus

Adv3 = nPnSAdv4

Game 5 (Abort if forged signature of incoming message). In this game, the challenger aborts if SessionStartR(πR,r, . . . )
accepted the signature on the incoming message, but that message was never signed by party S, and
πR,r.[asym0] accepted before S’s long-term key was revealed. If the abort event occurs, then that signature
constitutes a forgery on the incoming message under key idecvkS .

Reduction B5 against EUF-CMA security of Σ: Reduction B5 receives as input a challenge signature
public key pk∗ and a signing oracle O, and must produce a forgery.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 5, except as follows. For party S, it uses pk∗ as the long-term
identity key instead of generating a new one. Whenever party S needs to sign something, the reduction uses
oracle O. Suppose the abort event of Game 5 occurs. Note that this implies that RevLongTermKey(S) is not
called. The abort event implies that the signature σ is a valid signature on the incoming protocol message m
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but this protocol message was never signed by party S. Thus, the protocol message was never queried to the
signing oracle O, so the reduction can return this string and corresponding signature as a winning forgery in
the EUF-CMA game for Σ. Thus

Adv4 ≤ AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B5) + Adv5

Branch A: elliptic curve security. The proof now branches into two cases: one based on the secrecy of ECDH
shared secrets, one based on the secrecy of KEM shared secrets.

Game 6 (Undo distinct DH public keys for the test session). In this game, the challenger does not abort if
the two DH public keys used in this session (preecpkR,i and rchecpkS,s,1) are the same. This is required since
a later proof step will substitute a DH challenge which could (with small but non-zero probability) have the
two challenge public keys equal. Since the former is honestly generated independently of the latter and the
size of the group is q, we have that

Adv5 =
1

q
+ Adv6

Game 7 (Replace key ext1 derived from first DH shared secret with random). In this game, the challenger
replaces the ext1 value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B7 against PRF-ODH security of the group with HKDF.Extract: Reduction B7 receives as input
a DH challenge U = gu, V = gv, and real-or-random value W , and PRF-ODH oracles OU and OV, and must
return its guess of whether W was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 7, except as follows. For preecpkR,i, it uses U ; note rev prekey[R, i, ec] =
false by the freshness condition. For rchecpkS,s,1, it uses V ; note rev rchkey[S, s, 1, ec] = false by the freshness
condition. Note that there is a unique session at party S that uses rchecpkS,s,1: it exists because of Game 5,
and it’s unique by Game 1. For ext1 in the call to KDFRKCK in πR,r stage [asym0], use W ; similarly in the
matching session πS,s stage [asym0] if it exists.

In the first execution of AsymRatchet for πS,s, compute ext1 in the first call to KDFRKCK by querying
the PRF-ODH oracle OV with the received peer EC ratchet public key and the salt value unchanged.

Reduction B7 outputs as its answer to the PRF-ODH challenger the same b′ output by A. When W is
real, B7 exactly simulates Game 6 to A, whereas when W is random, it simulates Game 7 to A. Thus

Adv6 ≤ Advprf1−odh
g,HKDF.Extract(B7) + Adv7

Game 8 (Replace key ext2 derived from ext1 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the ext2
value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B8 against PRF security of HKDF.Extract in its first argument : Reduction B8 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Extract or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 8, except as follows. In πR,r stage [asym0] in the calculation
of ext2 inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the salt argument (either salt = 0 or salt = ss2). If the
matching session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B8 outputs as its answer to the
PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B8 exactly simulates Game 7 since ext1
is random, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 8 to A. Thus

Adv7 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B8) + Adv8

Game 9 (Replace key z = (rk, ck) derived from ext2 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the
z = (rk, ck) value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B9 against PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B9 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 9, except as follows. In πR,r stage [asym0] in the calculation of
z inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the given label argument. If the matching session exists at the
peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B9 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′

output by A. When O is real, reduction B9 exactly simulates Game 8 since ext2 is random, whereas when O
is random, it simulates Game 9 to A. Thus

Adv8 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B9) + Adv9
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Branch B: post-quantum security

Game 10 (Replace pqss with random value). In this game, the challenger replaces the pqss value with a
random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B10 against the IND-CCA security of KEM Π1: Reduction B10 receives as input a challenge
KEM public key pk∗, challenge ciphertext ct∗, and real-or-random value ss∗, and decapsulation oracle O[Dec],
and must return its guess of whether ss∗ was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 10, except as follows. For prepqpkR,i, it uses pk∗; note
rev prekey[R, i, pqsk] = false by the freshness condition. For pqss in πR,r stage [asym0], it uses ss

∗.
In all honest initiator sessions that use prepqpkR,i other than πS,s, generate the PQ encapsulation honestly.

For prepqctS,s use ct∗; note rev prekey[S, s, pqrnd] = false by the freshness condition.
Reduction B10 outputs as its answer to the IND-CCA challenger the same b′ output by A. When ss∗ is

real, B10 exactly simulates Game 5 to A, whereas when ss∗ is random, it simulates Game 10 to A. Thus

Adv9 ≤ Advind−cca
Π1

(B10) + Adv10

Game 11 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of KDFRKCK involving pqss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B11 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its third argument : Reduction B11 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 11, except as follows. In πR,r stage [asym0] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs 0, ecss, and the session identifier. If the matching session exists at the
peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B11 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′

output by A. When O is real, reduction B11 exactly simulates Game 10 since pqss is random, whereas when
O is random, it simulates Game 11 to A. Thus

Adv10 ≤ Advprf3KDFRKCK(B11) + Adv11

Conclusion. As of Game 9 and Game 11, πR,r.rk[asym0] and πR,r.ck[in0,0] are indistinguishable from random.
Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish these from random when valid(R, r, [asym0]) ∧
unrev(R, r, [asym0]) holds is at most

1

q

(
nPnB + nPnSns

2

)
+ n2

Pn
2
SnB

 AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B5)

+min

{
1
q + Advprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract(B7) + Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B8) + Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B9),
AdvIND-CCA

Π1
(B10) + Advprf3KDFRKCK(B11)

} 

5.5 Lemmas 5 and 6: Asymmetric ratchet

Recall that during the PQ3 asymmetric ratchet in Figure 6, the asymmetric ratchet actually advances two
steps: one step for the incoming chain, one step for the outgoing chain. We break the proof up for the
security of the asymmetric ratchet into two lemmas: Lemma 5 covering the first half of the asymmetric
ratchet (deriving the next root key and the chain key for the incoming chain), and Lemma 6 covering the
second half of the asymmetric ratchet (deriving the subsequent root key and the chain key for the outgoing
chain).

Lemma 5. Consider session πP,p stage [asymj ], where [asymj ] is the first of the two stages in AsymRatchet.
(In other words, either πP,p.role = init and j > 0 odd, or πP,p.role = resp and j > 0 even.) Assume that
Σ is EUF-CMA, that HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract are both PRFs in their first argument, and that
KDFRKCK is a PRF in its first and third arguments. Assume that either the PRF-ODH assumption holds
for the elliptic curve group with HKDF.Extract in its first argument, or that Π2 is an IND-CCA-secure KEM.
If valid(P, p, [asymj ]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds, then πP,p.rk[asymj ] and πP,p.ck[inj,0] are indistinguishable
from random.
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Proof. Since unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds, then either unrevstate(P, p, [asymj ] ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj−1]) holds or(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, pqsk] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j, pqrnd)

)
holds.

Game 0 (Starting game). This game is the last game in the proof of Lemma 3 or Lemma 6 as appropriate.
Define its advantage as Adv0.

Game 1 (Abort if forged signature of incoming message). In this game, the challenger aborts if AsymRatchet
accepted the signature on the incoming message, but that message was never signed by peer P ′ = πP,p.peerid,
and πP,p.[asymj ] accepted before P ′’s long-term key was revealed. If the abort event occurs, then that
signature constitutes a forgery on the incoming message under key idecvkS .

Reduction B1 against EUF-CMA security of Σ: Reduction B1 receives as input a challenge signature
public key pk∗ and a signing oracle O, and must produce a forgery.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 1, except as follows. For party P ′, it uses pk∗ as the long-term
identity key instead of generating a new one. Whenever party P ′ needs to sign something, the reduction uses
oracle O. Suppose the abort event of Game 1 occurs. Note that this implies that RevLongTermKey(P ′) is not
called. The abort event implies that the signature σ is a valid signature on the incoming protocol message m
but this protocol message was never signed by party P ′. Thus, the protocol message was never queried to the
signing oracle O, so the reduction can return this string and corresponding signature as a winning forgery in
the EUF-CMA game for Σ. Thus

Adv0 ≤ AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B1) + Adv1

Case A: Suppose first that unrevstate(P, p, [asymj ]∧unrev(P, p, [asymj−1]) holds. Note that valid(P, p, [asymj−1])
also holds. By Lemma 3 or Lemma 6, πP,p.rk[asymj−1] is indistinguishable from random.

Game 2 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of the first call to KDFRKCK in AsymRatchet for πP,p stage [asymj ] with a random bitstring of the
same length.

Reduction B2 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its first argument : Reduction B2 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 2, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj ] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs ecss, pqss, and the session identifier πP,p.sid[asymj ]. If the matching
session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Note that this stage (and the matching session
at the peer, if it exists) is the only occurrence of this session identifier πP,p.sid[asymj ]. It is unique at the
session owner due to Lemma 2, and similarly at the honest peer. Reduction B2 outputs as its answer to
the PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B2 exactly simulates Game 1 since
πP,p.rk[asymj−1] is random and unrevealed, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 2 to A. Thus

Adv1 ≤ Advprf1KDFRKCK(B2) + Adv2

Case B: Now suppose that
(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, pqsk] ∧

unrevpeer(P, p, j, pqrnd)
)
holds.

Branch A: elliptic curve security. The proof now branches into two cases: one based on the secrecy of ECDH
shared secrets, one based on the secrecy of KEM shared secrets.

Game 3 (Undo distinct DH public keys for the test session). In this game, the challenger does not abort if
the two DH public keys used in this stage (rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1 and rchecpkP,p,j) are the same. This is required
since a later proof step will substitute a DH challenge which could (with small but non-zero probability) have
the two challenge public keys equal. Since the former is honestly generated independently of the latter and
the size of the group is q, we have that

Adv2 =
1

q
+ Adv3

Game 4 (Replace key ext1 derived from first DH shared secret with random). In this game, the challenger
replaces the ext1 value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.
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Reduction B4 against PRF-ODH security of the group with HKDF.Extract: Reduction B4 receives as input
a DH challenge U = gu, V = gv, and real-or-random value W , and PRF-ODH oracles OU and OV, and must
return its guess of whether W was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 4, except as follows. For rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1, it uses U ; note
rev rchkey[P ′, p′, j+1, ec] = false by the freshness condition. For rchecpkP,p,j , it uses V ; note rev rchkey[P, p, j, ec] =
false by the freshness condition. Note that there is a unique session at party P that uses rchecpkP,p,j : it
exists because of Game 1, and it’s unique by Game 1. For ext1 in the call to KDFRKCK in πP,p stage [asymj ],
use W ; similarly in the matching session πP ′,p′ stage [asymj+1] if it exists.

In the previous execution of AsymRatchet for πP,p, compute ext1 in the second call to KDFRKCK by
querying the PRF-ODH oracle OV with the received peer EC ratchet public key and the salt value unchanged.

Reduction B4 outputs as its answer to the PRF-ODH challenger the same b′ output by A. When W is
real, B4 exactly simulates Game 3 to A, whereas when W is random, it simulates Game 4 to A. Thus

Adv3 ≤ Advprf1−odh
g,HKDF.Extract(B4) + Adv4

Game 5 (Replace key ext2 derived from ext1 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the ext2
value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B5 against PRF security of HKDF.Extract in its first argument : Reduction B5 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Extract or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 5, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj ] in the calculation
of ext2 inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the salt argument (either salt = 0 or salt = ss2). If the
matching session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B5 outputs as its answer to the
PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B5 exactly simulates Game 4 since ext1
is random, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 5 to A. Thus

Adv4 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B5) + Adv5

Game 6 (Replace key z = (rk, ck) derived from ext2 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the
z = (rk, ck) value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B6 against PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B6 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 6, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj ] in the calculation of
z inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the given label argument. If the matching session exists at the
peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B6 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′

output by A. When O is real, reduction B6 exactly simulates Game 5 since ext2 is random, whereas when O
is random, it simulates Game 6 to A. Thus

Adv5 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B6) + Adv6

Branch B: post-quantum security

Game 7 (Replace pqss with random value). In this game, the challenger replaces the pqss value with a random
bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B7 against the IND-CCA security of KEM Π2: Reduction B7 receives as input a challenge
KEM public key pk∗, challenge ciphertext ct∗, and real-or-random value ss∗, and decapsulation oracle O[Dec],
and must return its guess of whether ss∗ was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 7, except as follows. For rchpqpkP,p,j , it uses pk∗; note
rev rchkey[P, p, j, pqsk] = false by the freshness condition. For pqss in πP,p stage [asymj ], it uses ss

∗.
In all honest sessions at the peer that use rchpqpkP,p,j other than the matching session, generate the

PQ encapsulation honestly. For rchpqctP ′,p′,j use ct∗; note rev rchkey[P ′, p′, j, pqrnd] = false by the freshness
condition.

Reduction B7 outputs as its answer to the IND-CCA challenger the same b′ output by A. When ss∗ is
real, B7 exactly simulates Game 1 to A, whereas when ss∗ is random, it simulates Game 7 to A. Thus

Adv6 ≤ Advind−cca
Π2

(B7) + Adv7
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Game 8 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of KDFRKCK involving pqss with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B8 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its third argument : Reduction B8 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 8, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj ] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs πP,p.rk[asymj−1], ecss, and the session identifier. If the matching session
exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B8 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the
same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B8 exactly simulates Game 7 since pqss is random, whereas
when O is random, it simulates Game 8 to A. Thus

Adv7 ≤ Advprf3KDFRKCK(B8) + Adv8

Conclusion. As of Game 6 and Game 8, πP,p.rk[asymj ] and πP,p.ck[inj,0] are indistinguishable from random.
Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish these from random when valid(P, p, [asymj ]) ∧
unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds is at most

AdvEUF-CMA
Σ (B1)

+max

{
Advprf1KDFRKCK(B2),min

{
1
q + Advprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract(B4) + Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B5) + Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B6),
AdvIND-CCA

Π2
(B7) + Advprf3KDFRKCK(B8)

}}

Lemma 6. Consider session πP,p stage [asymj+1], where [asymj+1] is the second of the two stages in
AsymRatchet. (In other words, either πP,p.role = init and j > 0 odd, or πP,p.role = resp and j > 0 even.)
Assume that Σ is EUF-CMA, that HKDF.Expand and HKDF.Extract are both PRFs in their first argument,
and that KDFRKCK is a PRF in its first and third arguments. Assume that either the PRF-ODH assumption
holds for the elliptic curve group with HKDF.Extract in its first argument, or that Π2 is an IND-CCA-secure
KEM. If valid(P, p, [asymj+1]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj+1]) holds, then πP,p.rk[asymj+1] and πP,p.ck[outj+1,0] are
indistinguishable from random.

Proof. Since unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds, then either unrevstate(P, p, [asymj ] ∧ unrev(P, p, [asymj−1]) holds or(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j, pqsk] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j, pqrnd)

)
holds.

Game 0 (Starting game). This game is the last game in the proof of Lemma 4 or Lemma 5 as appropriate.
Define its advantage as Adv0.

Case A: Suppose first that unrevstate(P, p, [asymj+1]∧unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds. Note that valid(P, p, [asymj ])
also holds. By Lemma 4 or Lemma 5, πP,p.rk[asymj ] is indistinguishable from random.

Game 1 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of the second call to KDFRKCK in AsymRatchet for πP,p stage [asymj+1] with a random bitstring of
the same length.

Reduction B1 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its first argument : Reduction B1 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 1, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj+1] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs ecss′, pqss′, and the session identifier πP,p.sid[asymj+1]. If the matching
session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Note that this stage (and the matching session at
the peer, if it exists) is the only occurrence of this session identifier πP,p.sid[asymj+1]. It is unique at the
session owner due to Lemma 2, and similarly at the honest peer. Reduction B1 outputs as its answer to
the PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B1 exactly simulates Game 0 since
πP,p.rk[asymj ] is random and unrevealed, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 1 to A. Thus

Adv0 ≤ Advprf1KDFRKCK(B1) + Adv1
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Case B: Now suppose that
(
¬rev rchkey[P, p, j + 2, ec] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, ec) ∧ ¬rev rchkey[P, p, j +

1, pqrnd] ∧ unrevpeer(P, p, j + 1, pqsk)
)
holds.

Branch A: elliptic curve security. The proof now branches into two cases: one based on the secrecy of ECDH
shared secrets, one based on the secrecy of KEM shared secrets.

Game 2 (Undo distinct DH public keys for the test session). In this game, the challenger does not abort if the
two DH public keys used in this stage (rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1 and rchecpkP,p,j+2) are the same. This is required
since a later proof step will substitute a DH challenge which could (with small but non-zero probability) have
the two challenge public keys equal. Since the former is honestly generated independently of the latter and
the size of the group is q, we have that

Adv1 =
1

q
+ Adv2

Game 3 (Replace key ext1 derived from first DH shared secret with random). In this game, the challenger
replaces the ext1 value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss′ with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B3 against PRF-ODH security of the group with HKDF.Extract: Reduction B3 receives as input
a DH challenge U = gu, V = gv, and real-or-random value W , and PRF-ODH oracles OU and OV, and must
return its guess of whether W was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 3, except as follows. For rchecpkP ′,p′,j+1, it uses U ; note
rev rchkey[P ′, p′, j+1, ec] = false by the freshness condition. For rchecpkP,P,j+1, it uses V ; note rev rchkey[P, p, j+
2, ec] = false by the freshness condition. Note that there is a unique session at party P that uses rchecpkP,p,j+2:
it exists because of Game 1, and it’s unique by Game 1. For ext1 in the call to KDFRKCK in πP,p stage
[asymj+1], use W ; similarly in the matching session πP ′,p′ stage [asymj+1] if it exists.

In the next execution of AsymRatchet for πP,p, compute ext1 in the first call to KDFRKCK by querying
the PRF-ODH oracle OV with the received peer EC ratchet public key and the salt value unchanged.

Reduction B3 outputs as its answer to the PRF-ODH challenger the same b′ output by A. When W is
real, B3 exactly simulates Game 2 to A, whereas when W is random, it simulates Game 3 to A. Thus

Adv2 ≤ Advprf1−odh
g,HKDF.Extract(B3) + Adv3

Game 4 (Replace key ext2 derived from ext1 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the ext2
value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss′ with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B4 against PRF security of HKDF.Extract in its first argument : Reduction B4 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Extract or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 4, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj+1] in the calculation
of ext2 inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the salt argument (either salt = 0 or salt = ss2). If the
matching session exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B4 outputs as its answer to the
PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B4 exactly simulates Game 3 since ext1
is random, whereas when O is random, it simulates Game 4 to A. Thus

Adv3 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B4) + Adv4

Game 5 (Replace key z = (rk, ck) derived from ext2 with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the
z = (rk, ck) value in the call to KDFRKCK involving ecss′ with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B5 against PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B5 has access to
an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 5, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj+1] in the calculation
of z inside KDFRKCK, it calls oracle O with the given label argument. If the matching session exists at the
peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B5 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′

output by A. When O is real, reduction B5 exactly simulates Game 4 since ext2 is random, whereas when O
is random, it simulates Game 5 to A. Thus

Adv4 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B5) + Adv5
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Branch B: post-quantum security

Game 6 (Replace pqss′ with random value). In this game, the challenger replaces the pqss′ value with a
random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B6 against the IND-CCA security of KEM Π2: Reduction B6 receives as input a challenge
KEM public key pk∗, challenge ciphertext ct∗, and real-or-random value ss∗, and decapsulation oracle O[Dec],
and must return its guess of whether ss∗ was real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 6, except as follows. For rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1, it uses pk∗; note
rev rchkey[P ′, p′, j + 1, pqsk] = false by the freshness condition. For pqss in πP,p stage [asymj+1], it uses ss

∗.
In all other honest sessions that use rchpqpkP ′,p′,j+1, generate the PQ encapsulation honestly. For

rchpqctP,p,j+1 use ct∗; note rev rchkey[P, p, j + 1, pqrnd] = false by the freshness condition.
Reduction B6 outputs as its answer to the IND-CCA challenger the same b′ output by A. When ss∗ is

real, B6 exactly simulates Game 0 to A, whereas when ss∗ is random, it simulates Game 6 to A. Thus

Adv5 ≤ Advind−cca
Π2

(B6) + Adv6

Game 7 (Replace output of KDFRKCK with random). In this game, the challenger replaces the (rk, ck)
output of KDFRKCK involving pqss′ with a random bitstring of the same length.

Reduction B7 against PRF security of KDFRKCK in its third argument : Reduction B7 has access to an
oracle O which either evaluates KDFRKCK or is a random function, and must return its guess as to whether
the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 7, except as follows. In πP,p stage [asymj+1] in the calculation of
(rk, ck), it calls oracle O with inputs πP,p.rk[asymj ], ecss

′, and the session identifier. If the matching session
exists at the peer, then it does the same there. Reduction B7 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the
same b′ output by A. When O is real, reduction B7 exactly simulates Game 6 since pqss′ is random, whereas
when O is random, it simulates Game 7 to A. Thus

Adv6 ≤ Advprf3KDFRKCK(B7) + Adv7

Conclusion. As of Game 5 and Game 7, πP,p.rk[asymj+1] and πP,p.ck[outj+1,0] are indistinguishable from ran-
dom. Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish these from random when valid(P, p, [asymj+1])∧
unrev(P, p, [asymj+1]) holds is at most

max

{
Advprf1KDFRKCK(B1),min

{
1
q + Advprf1−odh

g,HKDF.Extract(B3) + Advprf1HKDF.Extract(B4) + Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B5),
AdvIND-CCA

Π2
(B6) + Advprf3KDFRKCK(B7)

}}

5.6 Lemmas 7 and 8: Symmetric ratchet

Lemma 7. Consider session πP,p stage [chainj,0] with chain ∈ {in, out}. Assume that HKDF.Expand is a
PRF in its first argument. If valid(P, p, [chainj,0]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [chainj,0]) holds, then πP,p.mk[chainj,0] and
πP,p.ck[chainj,1] are indistinguishable from random.

Proof. Since unrev(P, p, [chainj,0]) holds, then unrev(P, p, [asymj ]) holds as well. By Lemma 5 or Lemma 6,
πP,p.ck[chainj,0] is indistinguishable from random.

Since unrevstate(P, p, chain[j, 0]), there has been no reveal of intermediate key πP,p.ck[chainj,0] (including
at the partner session, if it exists). Thus πP,p.ck[chainj,0] remains unknown to the adversary.

Game 0 (Starting game). This game is the last game in the proof of Lemma 5 or Lemma 6 as appropriate.
Define its advantage as Adv0.

Game 1 (Replace output of HKDF.Expand with random.). In this game, the challenger replaces the values
πP,p.mk[chainj,0] and πP,p.ck[chainj,1] with random bitstrings of the same length.

Reduction B1 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B1 has access
to an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.
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The reduction behaves similarly to Game 0, except as follows. In the execution of SymRatchet for
πP,p stage [chainj,0], it sets πP,p.mk[chainj,0] by querying its oracle O on labelmkderivation and it sets
πP,p.ck[chainj,1] by querying its oracle O on labelckderivation.

Reduction B1 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real,
reduction B1 exactly simulates Game 0 since πP,p.ck[chainj,0] is random, whereas when O is random, it
simulates Game 1 to A. Thus

Adv0 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B1) + Adv1

Conclusion. As of Game 1, πP,p.mk[chainj,0] and πP,p.ck[chainj,1] are indistinguishable from random.
Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish these from random when valid(P, p, [chainj,0]) ∧
unrev(P, p, [chainj,0]) holds is at most the upper-bound found in Lemma 5 or Lemma 6 plus

Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B1)

Lemma 8. Consider session πP,p stage [chainj,ℓ] with chainin{in, out} and ℓ > 0. Assume that HKDF.Expand
is a PRF in its first argument. If valid(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) ∧ unrev(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) holds, then πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ]
and πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1] are indistinguishable from random.

Proof. Since unrev(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) holds, then unrev(P, p, [chainj,ℓ−1]) holds as well. By Lemma 7, πP,p.ck[chainj,1]
is indistinguishable from random.

Since unrevstate(P, p, chain[j, ℓ]), there has been no reveal of intermediate key πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ] (including
at the partner session, if it exists). Thus πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ] remains unknown to the adversary.

Game 0 (Starting game). This game is the last game in the proof of Lemma 7. Define its advantage as Adv0.

Game 1 (Replace output of HKDF.Expand with random.). In this game, the challenger replaces the values
πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] and πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1] with random bitstrings of the same length.

Reduction B1 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand in its first argument : Reduction B1 has access
to an oracle O which either evaluates HKDF.Expand or is a random function, and must return its guess as to
whether the oracle is real or random.

The reduction behaves similarly to Game 0, except as follows. In the execution of SymRatchet for πP,p stage
[chainj,ℓ], it sets πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] by querying its oracle O on labelmkderivation and it sets πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1]
by querying its oracle O on labelckderivation.

Reduction B1 outputs as its answer to the PRF challenge the same b′ output by A. When O is real,
reduction B1 exactly simulates Game 0 since πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ] is random, whereas when O is random, it
simulates Game 1 to A. Thus

Adv0 ≤ Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B1) + Adv1

Conclusion. As of Game 1, πP,p.mk[chainj,ℓ] and πP,p.ck[chainj,ℓ+1] are indistinguishable from random.
Thus, the probability that the adversary can distinguish these from random when valid(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) ∧
unrev(P, p, [chainj,ℓ]) holds is at most the upper-bound found in Lemma 7 plus

Advprf1HKDF.Expand(B1)
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